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Actionable Business Intelligence is crucial to the decision-making processes of a healthy business. Unfortunately, 
gaining access to good Business Intelligence can be very challenging for many companies. Simple syndicated reports, 
from reputable market research firms, typically cost $5,000 (or more) while more complex, semi-customized studies 
are often priced in excess of $100,000. 

Large, well-staffed Retail organizations often have the analytics and reporting capabilities in-house to plan, execute 
and deliver actionable Business Intelligence. For the majority of Retailers, with lean operating structures, this 
capability is non-existent and perhaps never will be. Is there a reasonable solution?

INSIGHT & ANALYTICS FEATURES

With our Insight & Analytics features you are able to learn how well your promotional incentives 
are performing, track competitive promotional activity to insure your programs are strategically 
aligned and relevant to the shopper’s wants and needs, have the ability to test digital promotional 
incentives, Identify your real in-market customer demographic profiles pre-execution & optimize 
key performance characteristics via modeling of Retailer promotional data.

VALUE-CONSCIOUS SHOPPER INSIGHTS

RevTrax can’t solve for all of your Business Intelligence wants and needs, but we can 
certainly extract valuable shopper insights from your digital promotional incentives. Our 
Insights & Analytics staff has closely analyzed our +75 standard reports and pre-packaged 
five of the most meaningful into a performance package called Insights-On-Demand. It is truly 
unique, and the simple user-friendly formats are ideal when making key business decisions.

MULTIPLE RETAILER BENEFITS

With the following benefits you have the ability to complement your existing staff and 
eliminate the need for potentially costly new hires, combine private client and proprietary 
RevTrax data assets to expose actionable shopper insights, & purchase a standardized 
package, or choose a customized solution.

Insights-On-Demand  
Business Intelligence Package

Performance Benchmarks  |  Regression  Analysis  |  Competitive Trends 
 Behavioral  Assessment  |  Customer Segmentation Insight Reports


